
Four ways to get
more outof (or into)

yourcomputer
Here are four of our most popular computer peripherals. They let you do a lot more with your
Altair 8800 or IMSAI 8080. They are simple to use and simple to install. And they all have the
combined quality and low price that has made Cromemco the leading name In microcomputer
peripherals. Cromemco's delivery Is prompt, too.
Watch this space for other exciting new Cromemco products to come.

The easy way to put programs Into PROM. Cromemco's
BytesaverN gives you a place for up to 8K of PROM memory
using 2704/2708 PROMs. Alao gives you a built-In PROM
programmer (saves buying one separately). Enough memory
capacity to hold powerfUl programs such as 8K BASIC. Kit
(Model 8KBS-K): $195. Assembled (Model 8KBS-W): $295.

Faat analog 110 with 7 channels. Couples your digital com
puter to an analog world. This advanced board lets you
Input 7 channels of analog to your computer and output 7
channels of analog to feed to output devices. Also has an
8-blt parallel I/O port. Very fast conversion - only 5 micro
seconds. Kit (Model D+7A-K): $145. Assembled (Model
D+7A-W): $245.
JOYSTICK ALSO AVAILABLE: Kit (Model JS-1-K): $65. Assem·
bled (Model JS-1-W): $95..

•

Let your color TV be your display terminal. You can have a
full-color computer display terminal at unbelievably low cost
with the Cromemco TV DazzlerTl

". You can display multi
colored charts, graphs, educational material, games. Requires
only 2K-byte memory for 128 x 128-element picture. Kit
(Model CGI-K): $215. Assembled (Model CGI-W): $350.

Low-cost Optical Data Digitizer: This small, rugged camera Is
useful for Image recognition, process control, and other
Industrial applications. Has f2.8 25-mm lens. Uses Image
sensors that produce 1024-element (32 x 32) picture. Con
troller boards also available to give software control of
exposure, frame rate and memory allocations for picture
storage. Camera kit (Model 88-ACC-K): $195. Controller kit
(Model 88-CCC-K): $195. Camera assembled (Model 88
ACC-W): $295.Controller assembled (Model 88-CCC-W):$295
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